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EC type-examination certificate
 

Certificate no.:	 ABV 845 

Notified body:	 TÜV SÜD Industrie Service GmbH 
Westendstr. 199 
80686 München - Germany 

Applicantl Chr. Mayr GmbH & Co. KG 
Certificate holder: Eichenstr. 1 

87665 Mauerstetten - Germany 

Date of application:	 2009-11-25 

Manufacturer of the test sampie:	 Chr. Mayr GmbH & Co. KG 
Eichenstr. 1 
87665 Mauerstetten - Germany 

Product:	 Braking device, acting on the shaft of the traction 
sheave, as part of the protection device against 
overspeed for the car moving in upwards direction 

Type:	 RTW Größe 150, 200, 250, 350 
Type 8012. .__ 

Test laboratory:	 TÜV SÜD Industrie Service GmbH 
Prüflaboratorium für Produkte der Fördertechnik 
Prüfbereich Aufzüge und Sicherheitsbauteile 
Westendstr. 199 
80686 München - Germany 

Date and 2010-03-09 
number of the test report: ABV 845 

EC-Directive:	 95/16/EC 

Result:	 The safety component conforms to the essential safety 
requirements of the Directive for the respective scope of 
application stated on page 1 - 2 of the annex to this EC 
type-examination certificate. 

Date of issue:	 2010-03-10 

Certification body for lifts and safety components
 
Identification number: 0036
 

c Il:L~!j~ 
p. p Christian Rüh'f'meyer 
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Annex to the EC type-examination certificate 
no. ABV 845 dated 2010-03-10 

1	 Scope of application 

1.1	 Permissible brake moment, maximum tripping rotary speed and maximum rated rotary speed of the 
traetion sheave when the brake deviee aets on the shaft of the traetion sheave while the ear is moving 
upward. 

Size Permissible brake 
moment (Nm) 

Max. tripping rotary speed of 
traction sheave (min-1

) 

Max. rated rotary speed of 
traction sheave (min·1

) 

150 180 - 360 981 853 

200 240 - 500 979 851 

250 370 - 640 800 696 

350 500 - 920 800 696 

1.2	 Maximum tripping speed of the overspeed governor and maximum rated speed 

The maximum tripping speed and the maximum rated speed must be ealeulated on the basis of the trae
tion sheaves maximum tripping rotary speed and maximum rated rotary speed as outlined in seetions 
1.1 taking into aeeount traetion-sheave diameter and ear suspension 

DXTTxn v =speed (m/s) 
v= 60 xi	 D =Diameter of the traction sheave from rope's centre to rope's centre (m)
 

TT = 314
 
n =Rot'ary speed (min-1

)
 

i =Ratio of the car suspension
 

2	 Conditions 

2.1	 Sinee the brake deviee represents only apart of the proteetion deviee against overspeed for the ear 
moving in upwards direetion an overspeed governor as per EN 81-1, paragraph 9.9 must be used to 
monitor the upward speed and the brake deviee must be triggered (engaged) via the overspeed gover
nor's eleetrie safety deviee. 

Alternatively, the speed mayaiso be monitored and the brake deviee engaged by a deviee other than an 
overspeed governor as per paragraph 9.9 if the deviee shows the same safety eharaeteristies and has 
been type tested. 

2.2	 In order to reeognise the loss of redundaney the movement of eaeh brake eireuit (eaeh single brake) is 
to be monitored separately and direetly (e.g. by miere switehes). If a brake eireuit fails to engage (Glose) 
while the lift maehine is at standstill, next movement of the lift must be prevented. 

2.3	 In eases where the lift maehine moves despite the brake being engaged (elosed), the lift maehine must 
be stopped at the next operating sequenee at the latest and the next movement of the lift must be pre
vented. (The ear may, for example, be prevented from travelling by querying the position of the miere 
switeh whieh is used to monitor the meehanieal movement of the brake eireuits, should both brake eir
euits fail to open). 

Note: The English text is a translation 01 the German original. In case 01 any discrepancy, the Genman version is valid only. 
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2.4	 According to EN 81-1, paragraph 9.10.4 d a braking device must act directly on the traction sheave or 
on the same shaft on wh ich the traction sheave is situated in the immediate vicinity thereof. 
If the braking device does not act in the immediate vicinity of the traction sheave on the same shaft on 
which the traction sheave is situated, the standard is not complied with. In cases involving shaft failure 
in the extended area between the traction sheave and the braking device, safety would no longer be 
ensured by the laUer if the lift car made an uncontrolled upward movement. 

Shaft failure in the extended area must therefore be ruled out by appropriate design and sufficient di
mensioning. In order to eliminate or reduce influencing factors wh ich may lead to failure wherever pos
sible, the following requirements must be satisfied: 

~ Minimization of bending length between traction sheave and braking device or traction sheave and 
the next bearing (the next bearing must form part of the drive unit) 

~ Static defined bearing (e. g. 2-fold borne shaft) otherwise measures are required to obtain a de
fined loading 

~	 As far as possible, prevention of a reduction in load-bearing capacity in the area of reversed bend
ing stress (reduction in load-bearing capacity caused, for example, by stress concentration and 
cross-sectional reductions) 

~ Between traction sheave and braking device the shaft must be continuous (made from one piece) 

~ Cross-sectional influences on the shaft are only permitted if they act on the following connections: 
traction sheave - shaft, braking device - shaft, torque of the transmitting component - shaft (situ
ated between traction sheave and braking device). 

The manufacturer of the drive unit must provide calculation evidence that the connection braking device 
- shaft, traction sheave - shaft and the shaft itself is sufficiently safe. If necessary, evidence must be
 
provided for the intended measures, too (see static undefined bearing).
 

The calculation evidence must be enclosed with the technical documentation of the lift.
 

3	 Remarks 

3.1	 The permissible brake forces must be applied to the lift system in such a manner, that the empty car 
moving in upwards direction is not decelerated by more than 1gn. 

3.2	 In the scope of this type-examination it was found out, that the brake device also functions as a brake 
for normal operation, is designed as a redundant system and therefore meets the requirements to be 
used also as apart of the protection device against overspeed for the car moving in upwards direction. 

This type-examination only refers to the requirements pertaining to brake devices as per EN 81-1, para
graph 9.10. 

Checking whether the requirements as per paragraph 12.4 have been complied with is not part of this 
type-examination. 

3.3	 In order to provide identification, information about the basic design and functioning and to show the en
vironmental conditions and connection requirements, drawing no. E028 12 200 000 1 61 dated 2010-03
03 and certification stamp dated 2010-03-10 is to be enclosed with the EC type-examination certificate 
and the annex thereto. 

3.4	 The environment and connection conditions of the safety gear are described and depicted in additional 
documents (e. g. the assembly instructions). 

3.5	 The EC type-examination certificate may only be used in connection with the pertinent annex and the 
list of the authorized manufacturers (according to enclosure). This enclosure shall be updated and re
edited following information of the certificate holder. 

Note: The English text is a translation of the German original. In Gase of any discrepancy, the German version is valid only. 
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